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Vehicle Safety For Everyone?

In 2015, 5,376 pedestrians were killed by vehicle crashes in the United States. This averages to one vehicle crash-related pedestrian death every 1.6 hours.
Vehicle Safety

Additionally, almost 129,000 pedestrians were treated in emergency departments for non-fatal crash-related injuries in 2015.

Pedestrians are 1.5 times more likely than passenger vehicle occupants to be killed in a car crash.
Backup & Related Incidents

Over a 5 year span, MCES reported 34% of vehicle-related incidents involved a vehicle striking an object or person.

The majority of these incidents involved unsecured load, falling tools, or not seeing fixed objects, or another vehicle.
Service Truck Damage Incident

Employee struck opened truck bed door when citizen asked to move MCES vehicle in an apartment complex access road. Investigation revealed employee had forgotten to close truck bed door where tools are kept. Thus striking door and causing damage.
Walk Around Demo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCdsj
d7BVDw

Thanks to Puget Sound Energy
Safety at Work, Safety at Home

Don’t forget to use safety at home!!!

The same walk around technique can be used at home, especially if you have kids at home or live in a neighborhood with kids.
Facebook pic of hide & seek

NFL player ran over child in home’s driveway
Workplace Violence

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI), violence and other injuries by persons increased 23 percent to become the second-most common fatal event in 2016.

Many incidents went unreported . . .
Fatal work injuries involving violence and other injuries by persons increased from 163 cases to 866 in 2016. Workplace homicides increased by 83 cases to 500 in 2016.

This is the highest homicide figure since 2010 and the most since CFOI began reporting data in 1992.
Training Tools to get there

ALICE or Alert-Lockdown-Inform-Counter-Evacuate provided by the ALICE Institute

Run-Hide-Fight, a federal Homeland Security Department program developed for the workplace setting
Training Tools to Get There

IS-907: Active Shooter: What You Can Do
free online course provided by Department of Homeland Security through FEMA trainings
Silent Alarm (*under counter in corner*)
Workplace Violence Strategy

1.) Conduct site assessment & ID gaps
2.) Have policy
3.) Have a site-specific procedure
4.) Then, train to those procedures
Thoughts, Questions Comments???
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